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The discontinuous jump in the bulk modulus B at the jamming transition is a consequence
of the formation of a critical contact network of spheres that resists compression. We introduce
lattice models with underlying under-coordinated compression-resistant spring lattices to which
next-nearest-neighbor springs can be added. In these models, the jamming transition emerges as a
kind of multicritical point terminating a line of rigidity-percolation transitions. Replacing the under-
coordinated lattices with the critical network at jamming yields a faithful description of jamming
and its relation to rigidity percolation.
Jamming [1, 2] is now well-established as a phe-
nomenon with a zero-temperature mechanical critical
point that separates a state of free particles from one
in which they collectively resist elastic distortions. The
jamming critical point (J) is, however, unusual in that it
exhibits properties of both a first-order transition (with
a discontinuous jump in the bulk modulus, B, and a
second-order one (with a continuous growth of the shear
moduli, G, from zero). This is in stark contrast to its
cousin, the rigidity-percolation (RP) transition [3, 4] in
which both the bulk and shear moduli grow linearly from
zero above the RP critical point (or line). The first-order
jump in B is a consequence of the formation of a crit-
ical network of contacts that resists compression. This
fact is the inspiration for our introduction of lattice mod-
els with sublattices that also resist compression. In our
analysis of these models using effective medium theory
(EMT) [3, 5] and numerical simulations, the jamming
transition corresponds to a kind of multi-critical point at
which a line (or surface) of RP transitions meets a line
along which B is nonzero.
Our models begin with the under-coordinated honey-
comb lattice in two dimensions (2D) or the diamond lat-
tice in 3D, each consisting of sites connected by nearest-
neighbor (NN) springs, with a non-vanishing bulk mod-
ulus but with vanishing shear moduli [4]. Next-nearest-
neighbor (NNN) springs are randomly added (as shown
in Fig. 1(a)) leading to the phase diagrams shown in
Fig. 1(b)-(e). At a critical concentration of NNN springs,
the Maxwell rigidity criterion [7] is reached, the shear
modulus begins to grow continuously from zero, and the
bulk modulus begins to increase. This model mimics im-
portant aspects of jamming and the jamming transition,
which is reached by increasing the volume fraction of
spheres until they have a sufficient number of contacts to
first resist compression, indicating a bulk modulus that
is greater than zero. The marginally jammed state that
is formed is an analog of the honeycomb or diamond lat-
tice in our model. Further compression of the jammed
lattice increases the number of contacts and produces an
increase in the shear moduli from zero. This is the analog
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FIG. 1. (a) 3-sublattice model showing NN (solid) and NNN
(dashed and dotted) bonds, the latter of which connect sites in
either of the triangular sublattices containing the first (black)
or second (open) sites of the honeycomb lattice. (b) 3D phase
diagram showing the surfaces SFRabc (blue), SRbRabc (green),
SRcRabc (khaki), SFRb (dark green), and SFRc (dark khaki)
and the jamming line LJ (red); (c) to (e) 2D slices of the 3D
diagram at (c) constant 2/3 < pa < 1, (d) constant 0 < pa <
2/3, and (e) at both pc = 1/6 at pb = pc, showing the F , Rb,
Rc, and Rabc phases. UU
′ is the jamming line when pa = 1
and an RP line when pa < 1. XX
′, XY , X ′Y ′, JX, and JY
are RP lines, and XZ marks the transition form the Rb to
the Rabc phase. In (e) the region to the right of JX is the
Rabc phase when pa = pb, and the line JX is not a part of
the figure when pc = 1/6. CJD is a jamming path with a
discontinuous jump in B
of adding NNN bonds in our models. Our model differs
from jamming in that sites in the former are fixed on a
periodic lattice whereas those in the latter are off lattice
and change positions with compression. In addition, the
bulk modulus in our models remains nonzero below the
jamming transition as long as the NN bonds are occu-
pied with unit probability. Our approach, however, can
be applied to any lattice that has an under- or critically
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2coordinated sublattice with nonzero B, such as that dis-
cussed at the end of this paper and in the SI.
Our model exploits the fact that both the honeycomb
and the diamond lattices with NNN bonds can be di-
vided into three independent bond lattices, each sharing
the sites of the original NN lattice: the original NN lattice
(the a-lattice), and two independent NNN lattices (the b
and c lattices) with sites, respectively, on one or the other
site-sublattices of the a-lattice (see Fig. 1(a)). Popula-
tion of the bonds of these lattices with springs of spring
constant k with probabilities pa, pb, and pc gives rise to
EMT spring constants ka, kb, and kc, respectively. In
what follows, we will focus on the 2D case, though most
of the results we present apply to the diamond lattice as
well.
The full 3D EMT phase diagram, depicted in Fig. 1(b),
in the space defined by (pa, pb, pc) shows four distinct
phases: a floppy phase F , in which B and G are zero
at zero frequency, and three rigid phases with B > 0
and G > 0: Rb, in which only kb > 0; Rc in which
only kc > 0; and Rabc, in which ka, kb, and kc are all
nonzero. It addition, it shows boundary surfaces SAB
where phases A and B meet, lines LABC where phases
A, B, and C meet, and the jamming line LJ (in red)
where SFRabc meets the plane pa = 1. Figures 1(c), (d),
and (e) depict various 2D slices. In (c) the line U ′U is
LJ when pa = 1. In (e), J is the point on LJ when
pc = 1/6. Surfaces SFR for R equal to Rb, Rc, or Rabc,
and lines XY , XX ′, Y ′X ′, JX, and JY correspond to
RP transitions; and surfaces SRRabc, with R = Rb or Rc,
and line XZ represent transitions in which ka develops
a non-zero value when kb or kc is already non-zero. In
(e), J , viewed from the F phase, is a critical endpoint [8]
where the second-order RP line JY meets the first-order
line at pa = 1. In what follows, we will focus on the
vicinity of the points J and X in the 2D slices.
As shown in previous studies (see e.g. [3, 9, 10]), the
EMT provides accurate but not exact estimates of elastic
moduli and phase boundaries. In particular, it does not
incorporate redundant bonds [10] that lead to over- and
under-constrained regions in randomly-diluted samples.
Our results agree with this previous work (see Fig. S3):
simulations and EMT track each other closely, but with
larger deviations near rigidity transitions and particu-
larly near point X where simulations do not show discon-
tinuous slope changes predicted by the EMT (See SI).
In Fig. 1(e), ka, and thus B, is nonzero along the line
pa = 1, but kb and kc are (for both pb = pc and pc = 1/6)
zero along this line for pb less than or equal to its value
pJb at J . Thus, G but not B approaches zero as J is
approached along not only the line pa = 1, but along any
line approaching J from from the rigid side. On the other
hand if J is approached from the floppy side along any
path (e.g., CJD in Fig. 1(e)) other than pa = 1, B will
undergo a discontinuous change at LJ as in jamming.
We argue that a path with pa < 1 until J is reached
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FIG. 2. Left: Simulations (points) and EMT solutions (sur-
faces) for B (yellow) and G (blue) as a function of pa and pb
for pc = 0. Red and green lines correspond to JX and XY
on Fig 1e, respectively. Right: B and G (inset) as a function
of pb from EMT (lines) and simulations (circles) for pc = 0
and pa = 1 (filled circles) and pa = 0.7 (open circles).
followed by a path along pa = 1 for pb > p
J
b faithfully
represents the jamming transition. If springs are removed
randomly from a jammed lattice at J , it immediately
loses its rigidity. This also takes place in our model if we
allow removal of springs from the a-lattice as well as the b
and c lattices, i.e., follow a path in F in which pa < 1 until
LJ is reached. The jamming line at pa = 1 terminates
an RP surface (SFRabc) across which all effective spring
constants, and thus both B and G, grow linearly with
distance from it.
EMTs also yield information about finite frequency be-
havior [1, 5, 10, 11, 13–15] with the inclusion of inertia of
mass points and/or viscous friction with a background
fluid [17]. In our case, the former yields densities of
states that scale like those near jamming, and the lat-
ter lead to renormalized shear and bulk viscosities in the
floppy regime, the former of which diverge as |∆p˜|−1 at
the SRP ’s and along LJ , and the latter of which also di-
verge as |∆p˜|−1 at the SRP ’s but as |∆p˜|−2 along paths
terminating at LJ .
Our EMT replaces randomly placed springs with
spring constant k = 1 in the three lattices with homoge-
neously placed ones with respective effective spring con-
stants ka, kb, and kc such that the average scattering from
any given spring in the effective background medium is
zero. The EMT equations are then
kα(ω) = [pα − hα(ω)]/[1− hα(ω)], α = a, b, c, (1)
hα(ω) =
1
z˜αNc
∑
q
Tr kα(ω)Kα(q)G(q, ω), (2)
where G(q, ω) = [∑β kβ(ω)Kβ(q)−w(ω)I]−1 the lattice
Green’s function, Nc the number of unit cells, z˜α (= 3
for all α in the honeycomb lattice) the number of bonds
per unit cell in lattice α (= a, b, c), Kα(q) is the α-lattice
normalized stiffness matrix, and w(ω) = ω2 + iγω, where
ω is the frequency, γ is the drag coefficient, and the mass
is set to one. As discussed in the SI, evaluation of hα
in the limit kb, kc, and w tend to zero requires some
care because Ka has a zero eigenvalue at every q. The
kα(ω) are determined by the self-consistent solution to
3Eqs. (1) and (2). In the zero-frequency limit (w(ω)→ 0),
kα ≡ kα(ω = 0) = 0 when pα = hα(ω = 0) ≡ hα, kα = 1
when pα = 1, and 0 ≤ kα ≤ 1 for hα ≤ pα ≤ 1. As we
shall see, kα vanishes as w(ω)→ 0 when pα < hα
It follows from Eq. (2) that the hα’s satisfy the sum
rule∑
α
z˜αhα(ω) = mD[1 + (w(ω)/Nc)
∑
q
TrG(q, ω)], (3)
where D is the spatial dimension and m = 2 is the num-
ber of sites per unit cell in the honeycomb and diamond
lattices. Equation (3) along with the results of Eq. (1)
that hα = pα when kα = 0 yield the Maxwell condition
for marginal stability on the SFRabc surface or on the
jamming line at ω = 0:
z˜apa + z˜b(pb + pc) = mD. (4)
The surfaces SFRb and SFRc signal the onset of rigidity
of the b and c lattices individually, in which case, ka and
kb (kc) adopt the vanishing solutions to Eq. (2). In this
case, the rigid b (c) lattice is triangular and has only one
site per unit cell, and hb = D/z˜b = 2/3 throughout the
Rb phase, and similarly for hc. At SRbRabc, ka and kc
first adopt non-zero solutions to Eqs. (2) and (1), and
ha = pa and hc = pc to yield z˜apa + z˜bpc = (m− 1)D on
SRbRabc.
We will now focus on critical points and lines in
Figs. 1(d) and 1(e). As noted above, J marks the jam-
ming point and X the critical point where F , Rabc, and
Rb meet. At fixed pc, J = (1, p
J
b , pc), where p
J
b =
(1/3)−pc, and X = (2/3−pc, 2/3, pc) (for 0 < pc < 2/3).
At pb = pc, J = (1, 1/6, 1/6) and X = (1/2, 2/3, 1/6).
Figure 1(e) shows phase-diagram slices for pc = 1/6 and
for pb = pc. The lines JX and JY satisfy the equation
∆p˜ ≡ ∆pJb − ν∆pJa = 0, (5)
where ∆pJb = pb−pJb , ∆pJa = (1−pa) > 0, and the inverse
slope, is ν = νX = 1 for the line JX at fixed pc = 1/6
and ν = νY = 1/2 for the line JY and pc = pb.
Along the F -Rabc lines JX or JY , all effective spring
constants (on bonds with non-zero occupation proba-
bility), and thus all elastic moduli, grow linearly with
∆p˜, and along the F -Rb line, kb grows linearly with
∆pb = pb − 2/3:
kJVr = c
JV
r [∆p˜], k
XY
b = c
XY
b [∆pb], (6)
where [φ] = (φ+ |φ|)/2, r = a, b and V = X,Y , and cJVr
varies with position along JV . Along the line pa = 1, ka
is exactly equal to one. Near J , kb maintains its form
of Eq. (6), but ka has to vanish on JV and equal one at
pa = 1. This is accomplished within the EMT by
kJb =
[∆p˜]
s+ νcJ
; kJa =
cJk
J
B
cJkJB + ∆pa
→ cJ∆p˜
cJ∆pb + s∆pa
,
(7)
where s = 1 − pJb . When ∆pa = 0, kJa = 1 as required.
Also kJa clearly vanishes along JV where ∆p˜ = 0. The
elastic moduli of the honeycomb lattice in terms of the
k’s are G = rbkb + rckc and B = saka + sbkb + sckc,
where rb = rc = 9/8, sa = 3/4, sb = sc = 9/4, and as
advertised, G vanishes linearly with ∆p˜. The value of
ka and thus of B depends on the path to the jamming
point as can be seen by putting ∆pb = ν
′∆pa in Eq. (7)
with ν′ > ν: kJa = cJ(ν
′ − ν)/(cJν′ + s). The ratio G/B
approaches zero and the Poisson ratio σ approaches its
limit value of one along all paths to J . G/B reaches a
value along the RP line JY increasing from zero at J
to a maximum of 1/2 at Y . These results are similar to
those in Ref. [18, 19].
We now turn to behavior in the vicinity of X. The
EMT solution at w = 0 is
kXb = [∆p˜
X
ab]/sb and k
X
a = k
X
b [∆p
X
a ]/cX , (8)
where ∆p˜Xab = ∆p
X
b + νX [∆p
X
a ], ∆p
X
b = pb− pXb , ∆pXa =
pa − pXa , cX ≈ 0.1 (evaluated numerically), and sb = 1−
pXb . These equations encode all of the phase boundaries
incident at X: ∆p˜Xab is equal to ∆p
X
b when ∆p
X
a < 0
and to ∆p˜X = ∆pXb + νX∆p
X
a when ∆p
X
a > 0 so that
kXb = 0 for ∆p
X
a < 0 and ∆p
X
b < 0 and for ∆p˜
X < 0
and ∆pXa > 0. The result is that k
X
b > 0 in the Rb
and Rabc phases in Fig. 1 and that k
X
a is nonzero only
in the Rabc phases of that figure. We have calculated
the bulk and shear moduli by numerical solution of the
EMT equations for the kα’s and by their direct evaluation
on our random lattices. The two solutions are nearly
identical over most of phase space as seen in Fig. S3. The
simulations, however, do not show the sharp changes near
X that the EMT does.
Equation (2) provides dynamical as well as static infor-
mation, allowing us to calculate the frequency-dependent
effective spring constants in the floppy region. Of partic-
ular interest is the approach to the jamming point. In the
case of pb = pc, the results (in agreement with Ref. [17]
for kb) are
kb =
1
2(s+ νc)
[
∆p˜+
√
|∆p˜|2 − 4(s+ νcJ)vbw(ω)
]
,
(9)
≈ [∆p˜]
s+ νcJ
− vbw|∆p˜| , when
vbw
|∆p˜|2  1, (10)
and
ka =
kb
kb + (∆pa/cJ)
(11)
∆p˜<0−−−−→ vbw
vbw + (∆pa|∆p˜|/c) ≈
cJvbw
∆pa|∆p˜| , (12)
Thus on paths approaching J in the low-frequency limit
when w = iγω, kb diverges as |iγω∆p˜|−1, but ka diverges
as iγω|∆pa∆p˜|−1, implying that the shear viscosity di-
verges as |∆p˜|−1, but the bulk modulus viscosity diverges
4as |∆p˜|−2 . The scaling of kb [Fig. 3(a)] is consistent with
results for the shear modulus of soft sphere packings near
jamming [9]. When γ = 0 and w = ω2, our calculations
yield a density of states that is nearly constant at small ω
[Fig. 3(b)], down to a crossover frequency ω∗ that scales
as ∆p˜ (see inset), as in jamming [21].
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FIG. 3. (a) kb/|∆p˜| as a function of γω/|∆p˜|2 in the low-
frequency limit w = iγω. Blue (red) circles: numerical so-
lutions to full EMT equations for approach to jamming in
the rigid (floppy) phase; black dashed line: Asymptotic so-
lutions [Eq. (9)] near jamming critical point; Hollow circles:
Rekb/|∆p˜|; Filled circles: −Imkb/|∆p˜|, which is independent
of the sign of |∆p˜|. Inset: ka as a function of γω/(∆pa|∆p˜|).
(b) Density of States ρ(ω) for pa = 1 and ∆p˜ = ∆pb = 10
−2
(solid lines), 10−3 (dashed), 10−4 (dot-dashed) and 10−5 (dot-
ted); Inset: Linear behavior of crossover frequency ω∗(∆pb).
As noted earlier, in our model, ka, and thus B, is
nonzero in the floppy region when pa = 1. In the jam-
ming protocol, B is zero in the floppy phase and jumps
discontinuously at J with the formation of a random
marginally stable lattice with a single state of self stress
[22, 23] that resists increase in pressure of volume frac-
tion. As volume fraction is increased, more links form,
inviting us to model jamming starting with the lattice at
J , which is now critically rather than under coordinated
with z˜a = D (z˜a is half the coordination number), as
the analog of the a lattice and identifying “unoccupied
bonds” between pairs of close but not touching spheres
as the b lattice. Ideally this b lattice would contain a
sufficient number of bonds that it would by itself be me-
chanically stable if all of these bonds were occupied with
springs. We can now use the random-lattice EMT of
Refs. [1, 10, 11], modified to treat lattices a and b sepa-
rately. The result is a phase diagram [See SI] in the pa-pb
space identical to that of Fig. 1(e) but with the point J
moved to the upper left hand corner: J = (1, 0) and the
point Y moved to Y = (0, D/z˜b). The path to jamming,
which involves first the creation of lattice a, is thus along
the line pb = 0 until J is reached. As more springs are
added, the path follows the line pa = 1. Of course, dif-
ferent paths can be followed, most of which will intersect
the RP line J-Y [3, 19]. For example, all paths starting
from a point in the jammed phase along pa = 1 in which
springs are randomly removed from both a and b sublat-
tices cross the RP line. The EMT equations are identical
in form to Eqs. (2) and (1), but with only two sublattices
and Eq. (4) replaced by z˜apa + z˜bpb = D, where z˜a = D.
Near J , ka and kb obey Eqs. (6), (7), and (12) to (9) with
pJb = 0 and s = 1. See the Supplementary Information
for more detail.
Our model features a second-order RP line meeting a
first-order B > 0 line. Possible procedures for produc-
ing similar features in jammed systems include targeted
selective pruning [19, 24] or dividing bonds into those
present in the marginal network at jamming and those
added later followed by removal of the former and latter
with respective probabilities pa ad pb.
In this article, we introduced and analyzed, using effec-
tive medium theory and numerical simulations, a lattice
model for jamming that captures the essential features of
the jamming transition, which emerges as a critical end-
point in which a second-order rigidity percolation line
meets a line in which there is a discontinuous jump in
the bulk modulus from a non-rigid phase.
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1Supplemental Material to:
Jamming as a multicritical point
In this text, we provide additional details of some of the main analytical and numerical results of the paper. First, we
introduce the honeycomb and diamond lattice models, and show some of the phonon and elastic properties of the model without
disorder. Second, we introduce the Coherent Potential Approximation and present a brief derivation of the effective-medium
self-consistent equations. We then give details of calculations of the static and dynamic solutions near a few particular regions
of interest, such as the jamming line, in the phase diagram. Third, we make a few remarks about our numerical simulations,
and present simulation and effective-medium theory results for the elastic moduli of the 3D diamond lattice. Fourth, we briefly
discuss a generalization of our model in which B is nonzero only in the jamming phase.
PHONON AND ELASTIC PROPERTIES
Here we give additional details of the phonon and
elastic properties of the honeycomb and diamond-lattice
models. In what follows, we briefly review the phase
diagram of our model, write down equations for the in-
teraction energy, dynamical matrix and elastic moduli,
and discuss dispersion relations.
(a) (b)
(c)
FIG. S1. Illustration of the lattice structure of the honey-
comb (a) and diamond (b) lattice models. Green, red and
blue lines represent bonds in the a, b and c sub-lattices, and
are populated with probabilities pa, pb and pc, respectively.
(c) Global phase diagram of the HLM in pa × pb × pc space.
The red line at pa = 1 is the jamming multi-critical line.
Figure S1 describes the three-sub-lattice model con-
sidered in this paper. (a) and (b) show the 2D honey-
comb and 3D diamond lattice models (HLM and DLM,
respectively), where green, red and blue lines represent
bonds in sub-lattice a, b and c, respectively. We model
a spring constant k′ of sub-lattice α ∈ {a, b, c} as an in-
dependent random variable with probability distribution
P (k′) = pαδ(k′ − 1) + (1− pα)δ(k′). Note that the HLM
has a minor issue associated with the fact that some of
the bonds connecting next-nearest-neighbor pairs of sites
can intersect, depending on the values of pa, pb and pc.
This bond-crossing property, which becomes a nuisance
if one wants to study 2D-printed versions of this sys-
tem, can be avoided by setting pb or pc to zero. On
the other hand, the 3D DLM does not have this prop-
erty. In (c), we show the global effective-medium theory
(EMT) phase diagram of the HLM in pa× pb× pc space.
The DLM phase diagram is qualitatively identical. All
sub-lattices are rigid in the region above the blue pen-
tagon and the two green and the red rectangle. Only
the b (c) sub-lattice is rigid in the region below the green
rectangles, i.e. the effective energy constant kb(kc) > 0,
whereas ka = kc(kb) = 0. In the red rectangle region, the
b and c sub-lattices are rigid and disconnected (kb, kc > 0
whereas ka = 0). All sub-lattices are “floppy” in the re-
maining region of the phase diagram. The red line at
pa = 1 is the jamming line.
We consider harmonic elastic interactions between
nearest (NN) and next-nearest (NNN) neighbor pairs of
sites of the honeycomb and diamond lattices (see Fig S1).
The interaction energy can be written as
E =
∑
α∈{a,b,c}
kα
2
∑
{i,j}∈Cα
gαij [(uj − ui) · rˆij ]2 , (S1)
where ui is a displacement vector, rˆij = (rj−ri)/|rj−ri|,
with ri giving the position of site i in reference space, and
Cα is a set of neighbor pairs of sites for sub-lattice α. In
the simulations (see Section ), ka = kb = kc = 1, and
gαij = 1 and 0 with probabilities pα and 1 − pα, respec-
tively; i.e. bonds are occupied by springs with probabil-
ities pa, pb and pc. In the effective-medium theory (see
Section ), gαij = 1∀i, j ∈ Cα, and all bonds are occu-
pied by effective springs with kα determined by a set of
self-consistent equations that depend on pa, pb and pc.
Equation (S1) can be written as a quadratic form in
Fourier space:
E =
1
2N2c
∑
q,q′
u(q) ·D(−q, q′) · u(q′), (S2)
2where Nc is the number of cells, u(q) is the Fourier trans-
form of u(r), and the translationally-invariant dynamical
matrix can be written as
D(−q, q′) = Ncδq,q′D(q), (S3)
with
D(q) =
∑
α∈{a,b,c}
kαKα(q), (S4)
where Kα(q) is the α-lattice stiffness matrix,
Kα(q) =
z˜α∑
n=1
Bαn (q)B
α
n (−q), (S5)
z˜α is the number of bonds per unit cell of sub-lattice α,
and
Ban(q) = {−en, e−iq·fnen}, for 1 ≤ n ≤ z˜a, (S6)
Bbn(q) = {
(
e−iq·an − 1) aˆn,0}, for 1 ≤ n ≤ z˜b, (S7)
Bcn(q) = {0,
(
e−iq·an − 1) aˆn}, for 1 ≤ n ≤ z˜c, (S8)
with 0 denoting a D-dimensional null vector, and aˆ =
a/|a|. Table I lists particular forms for the set of vectors
used in our calculations. a are lattice vectors connecting
pairs of neighbor cells; c are vectors defining the posi-
tions of each atom of the lattice basis within the cell.
Each ei vector represents a nearest-neighbor bond vec-
tor, connecting the first atom of a unit cell to the second
atom of a cell at position fi.
The honeycomb lattice has four degrees of freedom
per unit cell and thus four phonon branches, two of
which are optical phonons and two of which are acous-
tic phonons with one branch of compressional phonons
that reduce to longitudinal phonons in the long wave-
length limit and one branch with zero frequency for all
wavenumbers in the Brillouin zone [S4]. Figure S2a
shows dispersion curves of the homogeneous honeycomb
lattice with ka = 1, kb = kc = 0 (dashed-grey), and
kb = kc = 0.1 (black-solid) along symmetry lines MΓ,
ΓK, and KM . In the pb = pc plane, for qx = 0 and
qy ∈ [0, 2pi/3] (ΓM line), the floppy branch has frequency
ωF =
√
2 kb | sin(3qy/4)|, which is maximum at M , defin-
ing a characteristic frequency ω∗M =
√
2 kb. There is
also a characteristic frequency associated with the floppy
branch energy at K, ω∗K =
√
9 kb/2.
The diamond lattice has six degrees of freedom per unit
cell and thus six phonon branches, three of which are op-
tical and three of which are acoustic phonons, the latter
with one compressional branch and two shear branches
with modes of zero frequency [S4]. Figure S2b shows
dispersion curves of the diamond lattice for ka = 1,
kb = kc = 0 (grey-dashed), and kb = kc = 0.1 (solid),
along several symmetry lines passing through the sym-
metry points W , K, Γ, L, U , and X. For pb = pc, we can
(a)
M Γ K M
q
ω
MΓ K
(b)
W K Γ L U X Γ
q
ω ΓL
X
K
WU
FIG. S2. Dispersion curves of the honeycomb (a) and di-
amond (b) lattices, with ka = 1, and kb = kc = 0 (dashed
curves) and kb = kc = 0.1 (solid curves).
use the symmetry points X and L to derive two vanishing
characteristic frequencies associated with the two degen-
erate lowest branches, ω∗X =
√
4 kb, and ω
∗
L =
√
2 kb,
respectively.
The continuum elastic energy of the honeycomb lattice,
which has hexagonal symmetry, is isotropic, with a bulk
modulus B and a single shear modulus G:
∆U =
B
2
(uxx + uyy)
2
+ 2G
[
uxy
2 +
1
4
(uxx − uyy)2
]
,
(S9)
where uij are the components of the linearized strain
tensor. We can write the elastic moduli in terms of energy
coupling constants as
B =
3
4
ka +
9
4
(kb + kc) , G =
9
8
(kb + kc). (S10)
The diamond lattice, which has cubic symmetry, has the
elastic energy:
∆U =
1
2
B (uxx + uyy + uzz)
2
+
1
3
G1
[
(uxx − uyy)2
+ (uxx − uzz)2 + (uzz − uyy)2
]
+ 2G2
(
uxy
2 + uxz
2 + uyz
2
)
. (S11)
The bulk modulus (B) and the two shear moduli (G1
and G2) can be written in terms of the stretching energy
3Honeycomb Diamond
(a) {√3, 0}, {
√
3
2
, 3
2
}, {−
√
3
2
, 3
2
} 1
2
{0, 1, 1}, 1
2
{1, 0, 1}, 1
2
{1, 1, 0}, 1
2
{0,−1, 1}, 1
2
{1, 0,−1}, 1
2
{−1, 1, 0}
(c) {0, 0}, {0, 1} {0, 0, 0}, 1
4
{1, 1, 1}
(f) {0, 0}, {
√
3
2
,− 3
2
}, {−
√
3
2
,− 3
2
} 1
2
{0,−1,−1}, 1
2
{−1, 0,−1}, 1
2
{−1,−1, 0}, {0, 0, 0}
(e) {0, 1}, {
√
3
2
,− 1
2
}, {−
√
3
2
,− 1
2
} 1√
3
{1,−1,−1}, 1√
3
{−1, 1,−1}, 1√
3
{−1,−1, 1}, 1√
3
{1, 1, 1},
TABLE I. Particular forms for the honeycomb and diamond lattice vectors used in our calculations.
constants as
B =
ka
12
+
kb + kc
3
, G1 =
kb + kc
8
, G2 =
kb + kc
4
.
(S12)
EFFECTIVE MEDIUM THEORY
In this section, we provide additional details of our
effective-medium theory. In Section , we present a brief
derivation of the set of self-consistent equations for the
effective-medium energy constants ka, kb, and kc. In Sec-
tion , we perform some explicit calculations for particular
cases of interest in the vicinity of the jamming (J) and
the crossover (X) points. In Section , we calculate the
density of states near the jamming and rigidity percola-
tion transitions, and explore the crossover from elastic to
isostatic behavior.
Derivation of the EMT self-consistent equations
We implement an adaptation of the Coherent Potential
Approximation [S3, S5–S7] by replacing the disordered
network by a homogeneous lattice with adequately de-
fined effective-medium energy constants kα, with α rep-
resenting one of the three sub-lattices {a, b, c}. To deter-
mine kα, we start with a homogeneous system with unit
energy constants for all bonds in the lattice. We then
single out one bond, and assign to it a random energy
constant k′α satisfying the bimodal probability distribu-
tion
P (k′α) = pαδ(k
′
α − 1) + (1− pα)δ(k′α). (S13)
We treat this bond replacement as a perturbation of the
dynamical matrix,
DV (q, q′) = D(q, q′) + V (q, q′), (S14)
with
V (q, q′) = (k′α − kα)Bα1 (q)Bα1 (−q′), (S15)
where Bα1 (q) is given by Eqs. (S6-S8). We then use the
perturbed (GV ) and unperturbed (G) retarded Green’s
functions to define the T matrix [S2],
GV (q, q′) = Nc δq,q′ G(q) + G(q) · T (q, q′) · G(q′), (S16)
where,
T (q, q′) = V (q, q′)
[
1
1 + (k′α/kα − 1)hα(ω)
]
, (S17)
with
hα(ω) =
kα
z˜αNc
∑
q
TrKα(q) · G(q, ω), (S18)
where Kα(q) is the normalized stiffness matrix, Tr de-
notes a trace over the mD-dimensional matrix K · G,
with m denoting the number of sites per unit cell. The
unperturbed Green’s function can be written as
G(q, ω) = [D(q)− w(ω)I]−1 , (S19)
where D(q) =
∑
αDα, Dα = kαkα, I is an mD-
dimensional identity matrix, and w(ω) = ω2 + iγω, with
γ denoting the drag coefficient. See references [S5, S6]
for more details on the derivation of T . Note that hα
satisfies the sum rule∑
α
z˜αhα(ω) = mD
[
1 +
w(ω)
Nc
∑
q
TrG(q, ω)
]
. (S20)
Using the effective-medium approximation 〈Tq,q′〉 = 0,
with 〈·〉 denoting an average with respect to the proba-
bility distribution P (k′α), we find the set of self-consistent
equations that determine ka, kb and kc.
kα =
pα − hα(ω)
1− hα(ω) , for α ∈ {a, b, c}. (S21)
Figure S3 shows selected simulation and EMT results for
the moduli of the HLM. We will discuss details of the
simulation setup in Section .
Approximate solutions for particular cases
Here we present details of our EMT calculations for two
particular cases of the HLM: (1) near the jamming point
J in the pb = pc plane (section ); (2) near the crossover
point X in the pc = 0 plane (section ). Although we
show results for these particular cases, our final results
are applicable in general near the jamming and crossover
lines of both the HLM and DLM.
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FIG. S3. (a) and (c): Simulations (points) and EMT solutions
(surfaces) for the bulk (yellow) and shear (blue) moduli as a
function of pa and pb for (a) pc = 0 and (c) pc = pb. The red
lines correspond to JX and JY on Fig 1e of the main text,
respectively, and the green line to XY on the same figure. (b)
Phase diagram in pa× pb space showing floppy (F ), and rigid
phases (Rabc and Rb). The black dashed line corresponds
to approximated rigidity percolation thresholds according to
the simulations. The red, green and blue lines correspond to
lines JX, XY and XZ in Fig. 1e of the main text. Note
that there is good agreement between simulations and EMT
for the rigidity percolation threshold near the jamming point,
but not near the X point. The jamming point itself does
not have redundant springs, so that it is not surprising that
the EMT works better there than elsewhere. Note that the
simulations miss the multicritical point where F , Rb and Rabc
meet, and exhibit a smooth transition curve from F to a rigid
phase. Similarly, the simulations to do show a kink in G or B
along the EMTRb-Rabc phase boundary, likely indicating that
fluctuations destroy the EMT Rb-Rabc phase transition. (d)
Bulk and shear (inset) moduli as a function of pb for pc = pb,
pa = 0.5 (filled circles and solid curves) and pa = 0 (open
circles and dashed curves).
Solutions near the jamming point
Here we derive approximate solutions near the jam-
ming line of the HLM. We perform calculations in the
pb = pc plane, though our results are general and ap-
plicable near the jamming line of both honeycomb and
diamond lattices. For convenience, let p2 ≡ pb = pc,
k2 ≡ kb = kc, z˜2 ≡ z˜b+ z˜c, and D2(q) ≡ Db(q)+Dc(q) =
k2K2(q), so that
ka =
pa − ha(ω)
1− ha(ω) , k2 =
p2 − h2(ω)
1− h2(ω) , (S22)
where,
h2(ω) =
k2
(z˜b + z˜c)Nc
∑
q
TrK2(q) · G(q, ω). (S23)
At small non-zero frequency (0 < w/k2  1), near the
jamming point, k2  1, and direct numerical calculations
give
ha ≈ 1−cJ k2
ka
+va
w
ka
, h2 ≈ pJ2 +cJ ν
k2
ka
+v2
w
k2
, (S24)
where pJ2 ≡ (mD− z˜a)/z˜2, ν = z˜a/z˜2, and our numerical
estimates give cJ ≈ 3, va ≈ 2.2 and v2 ≈ 0.36 for the
HLM. Note that the first two terms of the r.h.s. of the
equation for h2 are chosen so that ha and h2 are consis-
tent with Eq. (S20) at zero frequency (the sum rule). The
approximated CPA self-consistent equations now read
ka ≈ −∆pa + cJ k2/ka − vaw/ka
cJ k2/ka − vaw/ka , (S25)
k2 ≈ ∆p2 − cJ ν k2/ka − v2w/k2
s
, (S26)
where ∆pa ≡ 1 − pa and s ≡ 1 − pJ2 . Dividing (S26) by
(S25), and solving for k2/ka keeping only linear terms in
∆p and w leads to
cJ
k2
ka
=
cJ ∆p2 + s∆pa − cJ v2w/k2
s+ cJ ν
. (S27)
Plugging (S27) back into (S26) results in a quadratic
equation,
(s+ cJ ν)k2
2 −∆p˜ k2 + v2w = 0, (S28)
where ∆p˜ = ∆p2 − ν∆pa, and ∆p2 = p2 − pJ2 . Equa-
tion (S28) has the physical solution
k2 =
1
2(s+ ν cJ)
[
∆p˜+
√
|∆p˜|2 − 4(s+ νcJ) v2 w(ω)
]
.
(S29)
Note that Re(k2) ≈ −Im(k2) at large frequency for w =
iγω, since in this case k2 ∝
√
i ∝ 1− i. Now we can use
Eq. (S25) to write down the solution for ka in terms of
k2 and w:
ka =
cJ k2 − vaw
cJ k2 − vaw + ∆pa ≈
cJ k2
cJ k2 + ∆pa
. (S30)
This relation is valid at low frequency for paths approach-
ing the jamming point from both the floppy and rigid
regions in the phase diagram. Equation (S30) can be
rewritten as
1− ka = 1
1 + cJ k2/∆pa
. (S31)
Let r and θ be the magnitude and phase of 1 +
cJ k2/∆pa ≡ r eiθ. Thus,
r (1− ka) = e−iθ, (S32)
which is consistent with our numerical solutions of the
CPA equations (see FIG. S4). In the limit of very low
frequencies,
k2 ≈ [∆p˜]
s+ ν cJ
− v2w|∆p˜| , (S33)
5where [φ] ≡ (φ+ |φ|)/2 = 0 and φ, for φ < 0 and φ > 0,
respectively. Thus, for ∆p˜ < 0,
ka ≈
(
1 +
∆pa
cJk2
)−1
≈
(
1− ∆pa|∆p˜|
cJ v2 w
)−1
≈ − cJ v2 w
∆pa|∆p˜| .
(S34)
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FIG. S4. Rescaled numerical solutions of the dynamical CPA
equations near jamming, in the over-damped limit w(ω) =
iγω, with r eiθ ≡ 1 + cJ k2/∆pa. Green and yellow sym-
bols represent the real and imaginary part of r (1 − ka), re-
spectively, obtained from the solutions of the dynamic-CPA
equations for paths approaching the jamming point from the
rigid (through the pa = 7/6− pb line with ∆p˜ > 0) and non-
rigid (through the pb = 1/6 line with ∆p˜ < 0) phases. For
each plot, we show several values of ω ∈ (10−8, 10−2] and
δ ∈ (10−6, 10−1], where δ = √(∆pJa )2 + (∆pJb )2 is the dis-
tance to the jamming point in pa × pb space. The green and
yellow dashed lines correspond to our approximated analyti-
cal relation given by Eq. (S32).
Figure S5 shows scaling plots of kb (a and b) and
ka (c and d) for the honeycomb lattice, in the over-
damped limit w(ω) = iγω, and for paths approaching
the jamming point at constant pb = pc. Note that the
bulk viscosity diverges as ∆pa
−2 as the jamming point
is approached from the non-rigid phase (in contrast with
∝ ∆pa−1 near rigidity percolation), which follows from
our asymptotic solutions (S29) and (S30). Note also that
Eq. (S29) yields the following scaling behavior for the
shear modulus:
G ∝ |∆p˜| S(w/|∆p˜|2), (S35)
which is consistent with results for soft sphere packings
near jamming [S9]. Finally, our scaling variable for ka is
motivated by the low-frequency limit of the CPA solution
given by Eq. (S34); it is surprising that it collapses our
numerical solutions even at large γω/[∆pa|∆p˜|].
Solutions near the crossover point
Here we derive approximate solutions that are valid
near the X lines of the HLM. For mathematical conve-
nience, we consider the pc = 0 case, though the results
are general and applicable near the crossover lines of both
the honeycomb and diamond lattices.
At small frequency, near X, ka, kb  1, ka/kb  1,
0 < w/ka  1, so that,
ha ≈ pXa + cX
ka
kb
+ vXa
w
ka
, hb ≈ pXb − cXνX
ka
kb
+ vXb
w
kb
,
(S36)
where pXa = D/z˜a and p
X
b = (m − 1)D/z˜b, νX = z˜a/z˜b,
cX ≈ 0.1 for the HLM, and vXa and vXb are constants that
can be numerically estimated. The CPA approximated
equations now read
saka ≈ ∆pXa − cX
ka
kb
− v
X
a w
ka
, (S37)
sbkb ≈ ∆pXb + cXνX
ka
kb
− v
X
b w
kb
, (S38)
where ∆pXa = pa−pXa , ∆pXb = pb−pXb , sa = 1−pXa , and
sb = 1−pXb . We first multiply (S37) by ka, and solve the
resulting quadratic equation for ka,(
sa +
cX
kb
)
ka
2 −∆pXa ka + vXa w
≈ cX
kb
ka
2 −∆pXa ka + vXa w = 0, (S39)
where we have ignored sa  cX/kb. Thus,
ka =
kb
2 cX
∆pXa +
√
(∆pXa )
2 − 4 cX v
X
a w
kb
 . (S40)
For small w (i.e. 4 cX v
X
a w/(kb(∆p
X
a )
2) 1),
ka =
kb
cX
[∆pXa ]−
vXa w
|∆pXa |
. (S41)
Multiplying (S38) by kb results in
sbkb
2 −∆pXb kb − cXνXka + vXb w ≈ 0. (S42)
Now we use (S41) in (S42) to find a low-w solution for
kb,
sbkb
2 −∆pXb kb − cXνX
(
kb
cX
[∆pXa ]−
vXa w
|∆pXa |
)
+ vXb w
≈ sbkb2 −∆p˜Xab kb +
cXνXv
X
a w
|∆pXa |
= 0, (S43)
where
∆p˜Xab ≡ ∆pXb + νX [∆pXa ], (S44)
and we have ignored vXb w  vXa w/|∆pXa |. Thus,
kb =
1
2sb
(
∆p˜Xab +
√
(∆p˜Xab)
2 − 4sbcXνXv
X
a w
|∆pXa |
)
, (S45)
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FIG. S5. Scaling behavior of kb (a and b) and ka (c and d) near the jamming point for pb = pc. Blue and red symbols represent
solutions of the dynamic-CPA equations for paths approaching the jamming point from the rigid (through the pa = 7/6 − pb
line with ∆p˜ > 0) and non-rigid (through the pb = 1/6 line with ∆p˜ < 0) phases, respectively. For each plot, we show several
values of ω ∈ (10−8, 10−2] and δ ∈ (10−6, 10−1], where δ is the distance to the jamming point in pa × pb space. The black
dashed lines on (a) and (b) correspond to our approximated analytical solution given by Eq. (S29).
which for small w results in,
kb =
[∆p˜Xab]
sb
− cXνXv
X
a w
|∆pXa ||∆p˜Xab|
. (S46)
Plugging (S46) back into (S41) yields
ka =
[∆pXa ][∆p˜
X
ab]
cXsb
−
(
1 +
νX [∆p
X
a ]
|∆p˜Xab|
)
vXa w
|∆pXa |
. (S47)
At X, ∆pXa = ∆p
X
b = 0, so that,
saka = −cX ka
kb
− v
X
a w
ka
⇒ 0 ≈ −cX ka
kb
− v
X
a w
ka
,
(S48)
sbkb = cXνX
ka
kb
− v
X
b w
kb
⇒ sbkb ≈ cXνX ka
kb
, (S49)
where we ignored the terms saka  cXka/kb and
vXb w/kb = (vbw/ka)(ka/kb)  cXνX(ka/kb). Equa-
tions (S48) and (S49) then imply ka ∼ w2/3 and kb ∼
w1/3, which agree with our numerical solutions of the
CPA equations (see FIG. S6).
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FIG. S6. Numerical solutions for ka (circles and squares) and
kb (diamond and triangles) of the dynamical CPA equations
at the X point of the HLM, for pc = 0 and pa = pb = 2/3.
Blue and red symbols denote the real and minus the imaginary
parts of kα, with α ∈ {a, b}. The blue and red dotted lines
correspond to power laws associated with exponents 2/3 and
1/3, respectively.
Density of states
Here we study the small-frequency behavior of the den-
sity of states near both the jamming and rigidity perco-
7lation thresholds. We show that the DOS is nearly con-
stant at very small frequencies near the floppy phase. We
describe the characteristic crossover frequency ω∗ ∼ ∆p˜
marking the transition from Debye elasticity to isostatic
behavior.
Let us consider p2 ≡ pb = pc (as in Section ), and
assume ∆p˜ > 0 and w(ω) = ω2. The density of states
can be calculated as an integral of the imaginary part of
the retarded Green’s function,
ρ(ω) =
ω
piNc
∑
q
Tr Im [G(q, ω)] . (S50)
To calculate ρ for given pa, p2 and ω, we first need solve
the dynamic CPA equations (S22) for ka and k2, and
use the solution in G(q, ω) in Eq. (S50). At very small
frequency, we expect the density of states display linear
behavior in two dimensions,
ρD(ω) =
(
3
√
3
4pi cT 2
+
3
√
3
4pi cL2
)
ω, (S51)
where cT
2 = G and cL
2 = B +G are the transverse and
longitudinal sound velocities in 2D. Equation (S51) can
be rewritten as,
4pi
3
√
3
ρD G
ω
= 1 +
1
1 +B/G
. (S52)
Using B = saka + 2sbkb and G = 2rbkb, with sa = 3/4,
sb = 9/4, and rb = 9/8, we find,
4pi
3
√
3
ρD G
ω
= 1 +
rb
rb + sb +
sa
2
ka
kb
≈ 1 +

2 rb
sa
kb
ka
(≈ 0) , near pa = 1 (J),
rb
rb + sb
(
=
1
3
)
, near pa = 0,
(S53)
so that the slope of the Debye density of states can vary
by a factor of 4/3 along the rigidity percolation transition
line.
Figure S7 shows our EMT solutions for the density of
states as a function of frequency for pa = 1 ((a), near
jamming), and pa = 0.9 ((c), near rigidity percolation),
with ∆p˜ = 10−2 (solid line), 10−3 (dashed), 10−4 (dot-
dashed) and 10−5 (dotted). As in jammed systems [S8],
the density of states is nearly constant at very small fre-
quencies, down to the crossover frequency ω∗ ∼ ∆p˜. For
ω < ω∗, the density of states is well-described by Debye
elasticity, with ρ ∝ ω. For pa = 1 (near jamming) we
calculate ω∗ by solving the complex CPA equation
k2 =
p2 − h2(ω∗)
1− h2(ω∗) , (S54)
for real k∗2 and ω
∗, using k2 = k∗2(1− i). In this way, ω∗
is defined as the smallest frequency for which the CPA
solution satisfies the relation: Re(k2) = −Im(k2). Using
Eq. (S29), assuming 4(s + νcJ)v2ω
2 > |∆p˜|2 (so that
Im(k2) 6= 0), we find
Re(k2) ≈ ∆p˜
2 (s+ ν cJ)
,
Im(k2) ≈ −
√
4 (s+ ν cJ v2 ω2)− |∆p˜|2
2(s+ ν cJ)
, (S55)
so that,
ω∗ ≈
√
1
2 (s+ ν cJ)v2
|∆p˜|, (S56)
which is consistent with our direct numerical calcula-
tions.
Figure S7b shows numerical solutions for ω∗ as a func-
tion of ∆p˜ ≡ ∆p2 (black points), indicating linear behav-
ior in the vicinity of the jamming point. The black dot-
ted line corresponds to Eq. (S56). Even though we have
not performed an explicit numerical calculation near the
rigidity percolation line, Fig S7c indicates that ω∗ also
increases linearly with ∆p˜ in this case. Although jam-
ming and rigidity percolation display the same crossover
behavior to isostaticity, the slope of their low-frequency
(Debye) density of states can be different for two reasons.
On the one hand, the longitudinal sound velocity vanishes
at ∆p˜ = 0 for rigidity percolation, but not for jamming,
which results in a larger contribution in the former from
the second term of Eq. (S51) for RP. On the other hand,
the slope of the shear modulus (G/∆p˜) decreases with pa
(see Fig. 3a of the main text), which results in a smaller
transverse sound velocity for jamming, and consequently
a larger slope of the low-frequency density of states.
SIMULATION SETUP AND ELASTIC MODULI
OF THE DLM
Here we make a few remarks about the simulation
setup, and show results for the elastic moduli of the DLM
in one particular case.
We study the effects of disorder in our model net-
works by performing numerical simulations as well as an-
alytic calculations based on a coherent potential approx-
imation. In our numerical simulations, we generate our
model networks on a computer with up to 1002 cell for
the honeycomb lattice and up to 103 cells for the diamond
lattice. As mentioned above, all nearest neighboring sites
are connected by Hookean springs with unit spring con-
stant and probability pa, and next nearest neighboring
sites are connected with Hookean springs also with unit
spring constant and probability pb and pc. We imple-
ment periodic boundary conditions across all boundaries
to moderate boundary effects.
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FIG. S7. Density of states ρ as a function of frequency ω for pa = 1 ((a), near jamming), and pa = 0.9 ((c), near rigidity
percolation), with ∆p˜ = 10−2 (solid lines), 10−3 (dashed), 10−4 (dot-dashed) and 10−5 (dotted). (b) Crossover frequency ω∗
as a function of ∆p˜ near the jamming point. The black dotted line corresponds to Eq. (S56). (d) ρ(ω)/ω as a function of ω
for ∆p˜ = 10−2 near jamming (pa = 1, black) and rigidity percolation (pa = 0.6, red). Solid and dotted lines represent the full
density of states (Eq. (S50)) and Debye’s approximate solutions (Eq. (S51)), respectively.
We calculate the elastic response of the these networks
by decomposing the elastic displacement into an affine
and a non-affine part, ui = η ri + δui, and then relaxing
the non-affine part δui = ui−η ri with a standard conju-
gate gradient algorithm. To compute the shear modulus,
for example, we set all the diagonal elements of η equal
to zero and all off-diagonal elements to γ, where γ is
the magnitude of the deformation. We use γ = 10−2
throughout. In addition to the elastic moduli, we com-
pute the phonon density of states by diagonalizing the
dynamical matrix of our networks numerically. All quan-
tities are computed for several network realizations for
given pa, pb and pc and then arithmetically averaged over
these realizations.
Figure S8 shows simulations (points) and EMT solu-
tions (surfaces) for the bulk modulus B (yellow) and the
two shear moduli of the diamond lattice, G1 (green) and
G2 (blue), as a function of pa and pb with pc = 0. This
sample example indicates that the main results for the
3D DLM are qualitatively similar to those for the 2D
HLM.
FIG. S8. Simulation (points) and EMT solutions (surfaces)
for the bulk modulus B (yellow), and the two shear moduli of
the diamond lattice, G1 (green) and G2 (blue), as a function
of pa and pb for pc = 0. Note that this result is qualitatively
similar to that for the 2D HLM (see Fig. S3 in Section and
Fig. 2 of the main text).
AN ISOTROPIC MODEL WITH pJb = 0
Our model uses the facts that the under-coordinated
NN honeycomb and diamond lattices have nonzero bulk
9moduli and they develop a nonvanishing shear modu-
lus at a jamming critical point J = (1, pJb ) at a crit-
ical concentration pJb of NNN springs. Though this
model captures the essential features of jamming, it does
have the undesirable property that the bulk modulus is
nonzero for all pa = 1, even when pb < p
J
b , and, as a
result, there is a first-order transition from the floppy
phase with B = G = 0 to the critical line pa = 1,
0 < pb < p
J
b . This deficiency is eliminated in a gen-
eralization of the of the isotropic EMT considered in
Refs. [S1, S10, S11]. We start with a random a-lattice
at criticality with z˜a = D = za/2 and then add extra
“NNN” bonds creating a b-lattice. As before, we oc-
cupy the bonds in the two lattices with springs respec-
tive probabilities pa and pb. The EMT equations for this
model are identical to those of the honeycomb and dia-
mond based lattices [Eqs. (2) to (4) in the main article]
with m = 1 because we do not divide the lattice into
multi-site cells and z˜a = D:
Dha + z˜bhb = D (S57)
hα =
1
z˜αN
∑
q
TrkαKαD. (S58)
The Maxwell criterion for the jamming tansition is then
Dpa + z˜bpb = D. (S59)
At the jamming point pa = p
J
a = 1, and thus, p
J
b = 0,
i.e., as shown in Fig. S9, J is now located at the upper
left-hand corner of the pa−pb plane, and there is no phase
transition from the floppy phase to one with B > 0 and
G = 0 except at the point J . The RP line for pa < 1 is
then
∆p˜ = pb − ν∆pa, (S60)
where ν = D/z˜b and ∆pa = 1−pa, implying that the RP
transition at pa = 0 is at pb = p
Y
b = ν. For small kb/ka,
the equations for ha and hb are identical to Eqs. (S25)
and (S26) with pJ2 = 0. The equations for ka and kb are
the same as Eqs. (S26) to (S30) with ∆pa = 1 − pa and
p2 = pb.
pa
pbY
J
F
R
FIG. S9. Phase diagram for a model with the jamming point J
at pa = 1, pb = 0. Unlike the models based on the honeycomb
and diamond lattices, there is no line of transitions from the
floppy phase to one with B > 0 and G = 0. The rigidity
percolation line JY connects the point J to the point Y =
(pa = 0, pb = D/z˜b).
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